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visitor. Alteration of the South and North Jenny Lake junctions, the String
Lake and Jenny Lake one-way loop road, and parking areas at String and Jenn y
Lakes is a :.- J proposed. The borrow and stagi ng area proposed for segment B
is the NPS road maintenance area at the south end of Timbered Island, wh ic h
would be closed and reclaimed and after road construction.
Env i ronmental impacts such as so i l and vegetation disturbance would result
from widening of the road base, modification of auxil i ary features, and the
location of borrow sources and staging areas inside the park. For the entire
project, newly disturbed ground would be approximately 37 to 77 acres .
A
vegetation reclamation project would be funded and performed as part of the
construction package.
If realignment of segment B is chosen, removal and
revegetation of abandoned road segment s would be part of the reclamation
project. Air quality would be temporarily adversely affected by construction
equipment, aggregate c rushing, and asphalt production .
Four archeological
sites would be affected .

Grand Teton National Park
Teton County, Wyoming

SUMMARY: Reconstruction is proposed for 12 miles of the Teton Park Roa d
between Moose Junction and North Jenny La ke Junction, as well as 6.5 mil e s of
the Jenny Lake one-way loop road and the 0 . 5 mile long String Lake road. The
project is being planned and designed in two segments.
Segment A extends
between Moose Junction and a point near the Climbers Ranch road intersection
( 4 miles north of Moose Junction), and segment B continues from that point to
North Jenny Lake junction and i ncludes modification of the String/Jenny Lake
road and parking complex. Segment A would be constructed under a single
contract , and segment B would be constructed in two phases .
Th i s
env i ronmenta 1 assessment descri bes three a lterna t i ves for reconstruction of
the road complex, plus a no-act i on alternat i ve.

Inconvenience and delays to visitors would occur during the period of
construction. Closure of the Teton Park Road i s proposed only for one fall
season for segment A between the Wil son Road intersection at Moose and t he
Climbers Ranch road intersection. Business at concessions serviced by t he
road may be reduced during the surrmer construc tion period.
Provision for bicycle use would implement alternative C-l of the 1978 Bi c ycle
Tra i 1 Study For Grand Teton Nat i ona 1 Pa rk (NPS 1978) . Tra ffi c sa fet y and
c i rculation would be improved by modification of intersections, park i ng
areas, and turnouts.
The experience and safety would be improved for
motorists and bicyclists by widening, resurfacing , and repairing the roa d
base , and improving au xil i ary features.
Construction would tempor aril y
generate jobs in Teton County, Wyoming .

A11 t hree recons tructi on a Iterna t i ves propose the same trea tment for segment
A: util i zing the existing road alignment between Moose and the Cl imbers Ranch
r oad i nters ec t i on, and widen the road to provide ll-foot travel lanes and 4f oo t paved shoulders , for a total pavement width of 30 feet.
Auxiliary
features such as turnouts, parking areas, intersections, and bridges would be
modifi ed .
The aggregate material source and staging area proposed for
segment A i s a s i te previously used for reconstruction of the East Side
Hi ghway ( U.S.-89), 0.3 mile ~ast of the airport junct i on.
Recons t ruc ti on alte r natives for segment B (Climbers Ranch road intersection
t o Nort h Jenny Lake junct i on) vary, wi th road rea 1i gnment proposed by the
Nat i ona l Park Serv i ce in the preferred alternative (alternative 1). Straight
seglllents of r oad would be replaced by a curving scenic roa d more typ i cal of
pa rk roads, providing a more varied exper i ence of scenic viewing for the park

Address Corrments to:
Superi ntendent
Grand Teton National Park
Moose, Wyomi ng 83012
(303) 733-2880
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The Teton Park Road prov i des the only road access to Jenny Lake, Moose, and
other park features west of the Snake River (see Vicinity map). The roa d
also provides the park visitor with a scenic drive close to the park's
pr i mary scen ic resources of mountains and lakes. The road predates the park
and was originally constructed in the 1920s as a transportation route,
util iz ing straight alignments. It has been upgraded i n stages, with the last
substantial work performed in 1963. The segment between Moose and the Beaver
Creek intersection was partially realigned and widened. This segment has a
pavement wid th of approximately 24 feet, including 10-foot paved traffic
lanes, 2-foot paved shoulders, and 3-foot graveled shoulders . The road north
of the Beaver Creek intersection narrows to a n-foot pavement width with
9. S-foot lanes and l.S-foot paved shoulders, plus 3-foot gravel shoulders.
The road narrows aga i n from north of the Cottonwood Creek bridge to North
Jenny la ke junction to a 20-foot pavement width with 9. S-foot lanes and 6inch paved shoulders, and 2-foot gravel shoulders. Bes i des being narrow, the
road follows two stra i ght alignments for 6.6 miles . Numerous gravel surfaced
turnouts are rough or have abrupt pavement edges, making turning out of
traffi c awkward. No provis i on is offered for bicycle traffic, except riding
in the traffic lanes with motor vehicles. The one-way Jenny Lake Loop and
String Lake roads also predate the park, with similar problems of na rr ow
width, rough pavement, and lack of paved turnouts.
The adjacent segment of Teton Pa rk Road north of North Jenny Lake junc tion
was reconstructed in 1970.
It has an existing pavement width of
approximately 30 feet. This width includes ll-foot traffic lanes and 4-foot
paved shoulders which are delineated with a white line and periodic signs
warning of bicycle traffic. This segment of road provides a pleasant par k
travel experience with ample turnouts, good quality riding surface, and
separation of bicycle and motor vehicle traffic. It conta i ns a variety of
curves and straight segments providing varying views of the park scenery, and
stable revegetated roads i de slopes wh i ch blend the roadway into the terrain.

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROJECT
Completion of
the
proposed
road
reconstruction,
realignment,
and
modifications of intersections, turnouts. and parking areas is intended to
improve the visitor's experience and provide a roadway with smoother driving
surface and improved traffic safety characteristics.
The proposed
improvements are also intended to make bicycle travel safer, more
pleasurable, and reduce inconvenience to drivers of motor veh icles.
Reconstruction of the Teton Park Road is needed due to the age of the
roadway, deterioriltion of the road surface, inadequate and varied pavement
widths, changes i n traffic composition, and increases in traffic beyond the
design capacity of the road. In addition, a number of intersections that
were adequate at lower traffic levels are now congested and potentially
hazardous with the present heavy seasonal traffic loads.
Also, traffic
speeds on the straight segments of road north of ~acier Gulch turnout have
become a safety concern in recent years. Reconstruction of these segments on
a new curved alignment more typical of park roads will encourage lower
driving speeds, but more importantly, will provide better scenic viewing and
a more pleasan t driving experience for park visitors.
As described above. the Teton Park Road has not received major rehabilitation
in over 25 years, pavement widths vary and are substandard, and the roadway
is deteriorating . As deterioration continues the road surface will become
rougher, resulting i n unpleasant and potentially hazardous dr i ving
conditions, and in possible damage to vehicles.
Park operation costs to
patch and maintain the roadway have increased and will continue to rise.
The present pavement varies from 20 to 24 feet with driving lanes of 10 feet
or less and paved shoulders of 2 feet or less. These width characteristics
were adequate for low traffic volumes composed primarily of passenger
vehicles. Traffic volume has increased and the composition has changed since
the early 1970s, with greatly increased use by bicycles and large vehicles.
Present pavement widths are insufficient to safely accommodate existing heavy
traffic, including full-sized busses, wide recreational vehicles. and
bicycles. The combination of this traffic volume and vehicle mix on a
roadway with narrow traffic lanes and minimal paved shoulders requires a high
degree of driver concentration and often results in traffic congestion.
These probl ems will worsen with additional bicycle and large vehicle use.
The flat terrain and outstanding scenery of Jackson Hole have attracted heavy
bicycle use. The Bicycle Trail StufY For Grand Teton National Park (NPS
1978) identi fied the problem of conf icts between bi cycl ists and motorists.
Because there are no paved shoul ders, bicyc1 es must t ravel in the tra ff i c
lanes over most of the route. This causes slowing of motor vehicle traffic,
and increases the potential for bicycle/vehicle accidents. Bicycl ists are
placed in a hazardous situation. particularly by inexperienced drivers of
recreational vehicles, and by cars equipped with oversized side mirrors for
pulling trailers. Park staff estimates of bicycle traffic are approximately
3,000 to 4,000 cyclists per year paSSing the Moose entrance station.
An
additional number of bicyclists enter the park by car, park north of Moose,
and bicycle along portions of the road, such as the Jenny Lake loop. Bike
use is increaSing and park staff believe that it would increase even more if
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paved shoulders were provided on the Teton Park Road.
Federal regulations have recently been changed to permit wider vehicles, such
as motor homes and tour buses. Full-sized buses have also recently been
a110wed to use the road. Traffic/safety conflicts are increasing due to the
narrow pavement width and the lack of bicycle lanes.
Traffic studies indicated the average daily traffic between Moose Junction
and Jenny Lake was 3,500 vehicles during June through August of 1984.
Passenger cars and motorcycles comprise 91.4 percent of traffic, while wider
vehicles such as recreational vehicles, vehicles with trailers, buses, and
trucks compri se 8.5 percent of tra ffi c (Pecci a 1985).
Projected 20 yea r
seasonal average daily traffic for the year 2004 is estimated to be 4,300
vehicles (FHWA 1985).
Existing NPS road standards (NPS
1984) recommend roadways designed to
accollllKlda te tra ffi cant i c i pated 20 years in the future.
These standa rds
applied to the projected traffic volume would call for a two-lane roadway,
with 12-foot driving lanes and 4-foot paved shoulders. The use of 12-foot
rather than ll-foot driving lanes is justified whenever large vehicles
(trucks, busses, and recreational vehicles) make up more than 5 percent of
the tra ffi c.
The present traffic circulation patterns are inefficient and congested at
intersections and parking areas in the Moose developed area between Moose
Junction and the park entrance station.
Staggered intersections on both
sides of the road in the park headquarters area create confusion and
conflicting turning movements. The lack of left turn lanes causes traffic to
back up in the main traffic lanes, resulting in delays. The parking areas
for the Moose visitor center/headquarters and post office/concessions have
inadequate parking space and lack adequate handicapped access ramps.
The
relatively heavy float trip traffic to and from the Snake River access area
must mix with visitor center traffic, increasing congestion at the park
headquarters publ ic parking area. At the Moose entrance station the approach
lanes have inadequate vehicle storage capacity and are very narrow. Ouring
peak traffic periods backed-up traffic blocks the Wilson Road intersection.
Numerou s minor traffic accidents are associated with the approaches to the
entrance station. East of the Snake River, the access road to Dornan's
(Moose Enterprises) Is in a deteriorating condition. The road is narrow and
has sharp dropoffs at the pavement edges.

The culverts at Beaver and Taggart creeks have inadequate capacity for high
runoff, creating a risk of possible road failure from washouts.
The
Cottonwood Creek bridge lacks approach guard railings.
The South and North Jenny Lake road junctions have identified operational
problems. While neither intersection has an exceptionally high accident
rate, a substantial number of conflicting turning movements occur.
At the
South Jenny Lake junction this problem is compounded by a confusing nonstandard ·Y· configuration. Heavy turning traffic and poor Sight distance
add to safety problems in the area. The main road passes close by the
heavily used facilities of Jenny Lake. The North Jenny Lake junction with
the Jenny Lake one-way road is also potentially hazardous due to a tight
curve north of the junction, poor sight distance for south-bound traffic
approaching the intersection, and icing problems on shaded portions of the
curve early and late in the season.
The existing road follows two long straight segments between Glacier Gulch
turnout and North Jenny Lake junction. Existing average vehicle speeds on
these segments exceed the 45-mile-per-hour speed limit. A general goal of
the National Park Service is to provide roads that encourage relatively lowspeed, scenic-travel experiences with ample turnout opportunities -- not
merely high speed straight roads connecting points of interest. Scenic park
roads are generally designed with some curvature to add interest by providing
a variety of viewing angles of the landscape. The East Side Highway between
Moose and Snake River overlook is an example of this style of park road
design over similar flat terrain.
The one-way Jenny Lake Loop and String Lake roads are also deteriorated and
rough from repeated patching. The parking areas at String Lake and South
Jenny Lake are congested and of inadequate capacity. In both cases traffic
and parking intrude upon the natural setting of the lakeshore.
Traffic
passes through the South Jenny parking area, mixing with vehicles backing out
of parking spaces. The approved Development Concept ~, Jenny Lake (NPS
1976), proposes moving the parking areas east and removing motor vehicle
traffic from the lakeshores of String Lake and Jenny Lake.
See also,
Environmental Assessment, Jenny Lake Development Plan (NPS 1975b).

The existing road alignment is generally good between Moose Junction and the
Cl imbers Ranch road intersection.
Immediately north of the Beaver Creek
intersection a dip in the road restricts sight distance (distance of roadway
a driver can see ahead) between southbound vehicles and turning vehicles at
the intersection.
The Taggart Lake tra il head park i ng area and severa 1 unnamed turnouts along
the entire road are too small, gravel-surfaced, difficult to turn into, and
tend to gradua lly expand into the surround i ng vegetat i on due to 1ack of
curbing. Several turnouts have poor sight distance for turning traffic.
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AL TERNATI VES CONSIDERED
I NTRODUC TI ON
Three alternatives for reconstruction of the Teton Park Road, the Jenny La ke
one-way road, the String Lake road, and aux i liary features are described i n
this section (see maps).
A no-action alternative is also presented .
Planning, design, and construction would occur in two segments under all
three recons truc ti on alternat i ves. Segment A would be located between Moose
Junction and the south end of Timbered Island near the Cl imbers ~anch Road
intersection. Segment B would continue to the North Jenny Lake junction and
include the Jenny La~e/String Lake roads. Segme~t A construction would occur
in one phase and segment B may occur in two phases.
These two segments have been separated for planning purposes because the
character of work being considered for each is quite different. Segment A
reconstruction would follow the existing road alignment, whereas alternatives
for rea 1i gnment of segment Bare bei ng cons i dered. The 1eve 1 of deta il in
the descriptions of work on each segment also varies. Detailed planning and
design work are in progress for segment A. Funding is available to award a
construction contract for th i s segment dur i ng the current federal fiscal year
that end s September 30, 1988.
PI ann i ng for segment B is still in the
preliminary conceptual stage, and further planning and design will be
undertaken for this segment following public review and comment on this
document, and selection of an al ternative.
In addition to the reconstruction alternatives described in this section, a
number of other options and alternative actions have been considered but
rejected for a variety of reasons, described below.

The proposed roadway pavement width is the same in all three reconstruction
alternatives.
Width options of 28 feet and 32 feet were initially
considered, but th2 3D- foot width was selected. The 28-foot width included
3-foot paved shoulders that would be inadequate as bicycle lanes; the 12-foot
driving lanes of the 32-foot width option were rejected because the wider
traffic lanes would encourage faster driving, and would appear :>lOre like a
state highway than a park road. The 3D-foot proposed width includes ll-foot
driv i ng lanes and 4-foot paved shoulders. This width is believed to offer
the best compromi se for consi derations of tra ffic sa fety and roadway
appearance.
Repaving of the Teton Park Road on its existing alignment without repa i r of
the roadbase, widening, or modifying intersections was also considered. This
alternative was rejected because the width of most of the existing road is so
narrow that such action would not be responsive to the existing and growing
traffic use, would not satisfy minimum safety requirements, or address major
structural deficiencies.

Rea 1 i gnment
Rea 1 i gnment 0 f segment B 0 f the Teton Pa rk Road between the south end 0 f
Timbered Island and the North Jenny Lake junction is being considered to
improve the visitor experience and to improve safety as described below. A
decision to realign the road and, if so, where to realign it, will be made
on ly a fter pub 1 i c revi ew and comment on th is document.
There are several reasons for considering reali~nm€nt o f this segment of the
Teton Park Road. The original road was built as part of the state highway
system prior to establ ishment of the park and was designed as a
transportation route to connect points by the shortest distance, not as a
primarily scenic road. 8ecause considerable funds are to be invested in road
construction with at least a 50-year lifespan, the National Park Service is
considering development of a more typical scenic park road. Only one basic
route for realignment of the main road is described in alternatives 1 and 2;
other routes were considered both east and west of the existing road. Routes
east of the road were rejected because they would extend wholly into unroaded
wildlife habitat; provided morp distant, less int i mate views of the Teton
Range; and were less efficient in providing access to the Jenny Lake/String
Lake area. Another rejected concept was real ignment of the Teton Park Road
further west to intersect the existing one-way road at the Cathedral Group
turnout area, then continue north along the existing one-way al ignment to
N~rth Jenny Lake juncti on.
This route choice would utilize an existing
dlSturbed alignment and minimize new ground disturbance, however this area
has more dense forest than the nearby proposed al ignment. T~e forest cover
would reduce scenic viewing, would conceal elk, and with increased traffi c
speed would probably have a higher elk/vehicle accident rate.
Compared to the existing road, the proposed realignment would introduce more
curvature to provide a variety of viewing angles of the landscape (similar to
the East Side Highway between Moose and Snake River Overlook).
This new
al ignment has been routed to offer a greater variety of views and
experiences, including transitions of foreground vegetation types from sage
flats to i ntermi ttent fores t, and changes in the vert i ca 1 road ali gnment from
flats to benches.
Rea 1 i gnment woul d a Iso improve the sa fety fea tures of the road as fo 11 ows :
Move the road west, away from the southwest edge of Timbered Island
(south of Glacier Gulch turnout), to avoid hazards presented by elk in
forest adjacent to the existing road.
Move the road east away from the congested South Jenny Lake area, and
redesign the South Jenny Lake junction to improve traffic circulation .
Redesign the North Jenny Lake junction to improve safety engineering
characteri stics.
Aggregate Sources/Staging Sites
The entire construction project would require an estimated 100,000 cubic
yards of aggregate material for roadway surfacing and paving.
Aggregate
sources inSide and outside the park were evaluated for quantity and quality
of material, environmental confl icts, social confl icts, distance/cost of
hauling, and damage to existing roads .
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The preferred alternative site for segment A would use an existing aggregate
source inside the park and east of the airport junction on the East Side
Highway for material excavation, stockpiling, and processing . The si te was
excavated in the 1950s for construction of the East Side Highway and was used
in 1987 as a staging area for material stockpiling and processing, and
equipment storage during reconstruction of the highway between Moose and the
south park boundary. Due to the fia t terrain and the man-made depress i on,
the site is nearly hidden from view from hi ghway. The site has also been in
use as a law enforcement shooting range , and will be referred to as the
shoot i ng range site.

Recla.t i on and revegetation of distur"ed sites is considered a highly
iMportant component of the overall road construction effort.
A detailed
recla.tion and revegetation plan will be developed as part of the design
prograRl, and reclaRlation will be funded as part of the construction package.
General goals are treatment and reclamation of disturbed areas to reestabl ish
original drainage patterns, provide suitable growth conditions, and
reestablish native plant cOllllUnities including shrubs. Areas to be reclaimed
would be the disturbed road-side cut and fill slopes, as well as the roads,
parking areas, and Timbered Island maintenance site that are to be replaced
or closed.

ApproxiRlately 45,000 cubic yards of fi nished aggregate material for segment A
construction would be excavated, stockpiled, and processed. The site would
also be used for an asphalt hot-mix plant and construction equipment storage .
Upon completion of segment A, the site would be cleaned up, slopes
stabilized, and partially reclaimed. The site would then be operated as a
replacement for the existing Timbered Island NPS maintenance area for road
repair material mixing and stockpiling, debri s burning, and continue to be
used as a shooting range.
Enlargement of the existing pit would allow
maintenance activities to be conducted substantially out of public view from
the highway.

As part of the reclamation and revegetation plan, the park will establish
study plots during 1988 on existing disturbed areas with similar soil
compaction, drainage, and growing conditions as the proposed construction and
reclamation sites.

Segment 8 construction would require approximately 55,000 cubic yards of
aggregate material.
Excavat i on, process i ng, and equipment storage would
occur at the existing Timbered Island maintenance area. After completion of
the project, NPS maintenance fu"c t io ns \'IO uld be transferred to the shooting
range site, and the Timbered Island site would be closed and recla i med,
including the access road. See reclamation section below.
Fifteen other aggregate sources were considered, including cOlll11ercial sites
south and west of Jackson, river fioodplain sites within and adjacent to the
park, and previously disturbed sites within the park. Four of these other
sites are considered feasible, but less desirable, alternative sites; the
other eleven have been rejected for various reasons. See the appendi x for
detailed analysis.
Of the four feasible alternatives, two are commercial sites currently
operating outside the park under county and state permits, and one is a
previously disturbed 8LM site. The Tucker pit and the 8LM lot along the Gros
Ventre River lIIOuld require hauling through the city of Jackson or over a
restricted weight bridge. Hauling traffic on the Moose-Wilson road would not
be feasible due to inadequate br i dges, excessively narrow roadway, and
structurally inadequate road base and pavenaent. The Hansen pit would not
requ i re haul ing through Jackson or over a restricted weight bridge, but
neighboring land owners have objected to past operations. The project cost
would be increased by $400,000 to $1,025,000, due to increased hauling
distance to the project. The fourth alternative, the previously disturbed
Signal Mountain/RKO road site within the park, is visible from Signal
Mountain, would require extensive and costly rehabilitation including
importation of topsoil, and may be needed for Jackson Lake dam
reconstruct ion.
Recla.tion and Revegetation
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Prior to construction, road-side plant cOlllllunities and soil characteristics
would be mapped to establish original conditions.
Ouring construction,
topsoil would be salvaged for reuse. After construction of the road, cut and
fill slopes would be dressed with salvaged topsoil and reseeded with a
mixture of native grass and shrub species.
Follow-up reseeding and weed
control would be performed.
Replaced and closed portions of road, parking areas, and the Timbered Island
uintenance area would be reclaiMed by reMOving paveRlent, ripp i ng and
scarifying to decollpact soil and reestablish original soil permeability, and
grading to restore a natural surface contour. Topsoil or fine material would
be Mixed . · into the surface as necessary, along with appropriate soil
a_nd_nts, such as organic material or fertilizer. A mixture of grass and
shrub species would be seeded, and lodgepole pine trees transplanted on a
selected basis. Follow-up reseeding and weed control would be performed as
necessary for 2-3 seasons.
ALTERNATIVE 1 (PREFERRED):

ANb JENNY/STRING LAKE ROADS

RECONSTRUCT TETON PARK ROAD, REALIGN SEGMENT 8

The National Park Service (NPS) preferred alternative proposes reconstruction
of the Teton Park Road, the Jenny Lake one-way road, the String Lake road,
and auxil iary features between Moose Junction and the North Jenny Lake
junction (see IIIpS). A total of 12.5 miles of existing two-way road and 6.5
lIiles of existing one-way road would be replaced by 14.6 miles of two-way
Construction would occur i n two
road and 1.3 lIiles of one-way road.
segMents, with segMent A occurring between Moose Junction and the south end
of TiMbered Island near the Cl imbers Ranch road intersection, and segment 8
continuing to the North Jenny Lake junction with modification of the
String/Jenny Lake one-way road. Segment A reconstruction would follow 5.0
miles of existing road alignment. Segment B would follow new alignlllents, if,
after public connent, this alternative is selected. Construction of segment
A would be completed in one contract phase, and segl1M!nt 8 may be constructed
in two construction phases. Construction of each phase would last from one
to two seasons, but not necessarily in consecutive years. Overall completion
would take four to six years.
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Segment A:

Moose Junction To South End of Timbered Island

Road reconstruct i on would i nclude repair of structural defects i n the
existing road base and widening the road base where necessary to provide a
uniform 3D-foot wide asphalt overlay, provid i ng lI-foot travel lanes and 4foot paved shoulders . Auxiliary features such as intersections, park i ng
lots, turnouts, bridges, signs, and the entrance station approaches would be
modified. Minor cut- and fill-slope modification and road base wldenlng
would be performed at selected po i nts between Moose Junction and the Beaver
Creek intersection to acconrnodate the i ncreased pavement widt h, to reinforce
shoulders to flatten selected slopes for safety and reclamation purposes a nd
to ,~educe' snow drifting. The extent of surface disturbance of the existing
roadside wo uld be variable depending on the existing road base width, whether
the road is crOSSing slopes with cuts or fills, and on the length and angles
of existing cuts and fills.
T~e maximum extent of disturbance (the
construction 1 imi t) along the route would extend out 40-50 fee t from the
existing shoulder, with an average distance of approximately 25 feet.
The access road to Dornan's would be widened and shoulder slopes flattened .
Public traffic access into Dornan's will be ma i ntained . The s.!gment of road
between Moose and the Beaver Creek intersection has some relatively large
existing cut and fill slopes. It has previously been widened, reducing the
amount of slope modification which would be necessary . Some minor widening
would be performed on the Wi ndy Point grade (first major grade north-west of
Moose) by filling horizontally into the drainage di tch on the uphill edge of
the road and constructi ng a curb and gutter. The surface of the lower 10
feet of the slope would be temporarily di sturbed by excavation fo r
construction of the curb and gutter.
Upper port i ons of the part i ally
revegetated slope would not be disturbed.
At the top of the Windy Point grade approaching the Windy Point turnout, the
road cl imbs two small benches. The steep fi 11 slope on the west edge of the
road would be flattened (slope extended by adding fill) to improve safety
design and reduce snow drifting. The small cut-slope on the east edge would
be disturbed to install a curb. Between Windy Point turnout and the Beaver
Creek intersection, widening, slope flattening and vegetation disturbance
would vary from zero widening to approximately 10 feet on each side of the
road, wi th a corresponding disturbance of existing roadside vegetation.
The road between tr.e Beaver Creek intersection and the Taggart Creek
tra il head woul d also be wi dened. The grade woul d be ra i sed approximately 3
feet to improve traffic sight distance north of the Beaver Creek
intersection. The fill slopes would be extended approximately 12-15 feet
laterally at the Beaver Creek culvert crossing, tapering to the exist ing
width as one proceeds north . Culverts at Beaver and Taggart creeks would be
replaced to increase capac i ty and to allow f i sh passage. Wi dening the road
north of Beaver Creek would consist of adding fill and extending the fill
slopes to raise the road surface slightly and gain the needed 10-20 feet of
addit i onal width on either s ide for the expanded road surface. Rip-rap would
be added to fill slopes on both sides of the road . North of Cottonwood Creek
there are no s i gnific ant cut or fill slopes or stream crossings.
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The Snake River bridge would be modified by paving the gravel horse path to
convert it to a multi-use bi cyc le/pedestr ian/horse lane.
The four offset intersections i n the Moose developed area between the Snake
River bridge and the Wilson Road would be consolidated into two four-way
i ntersections to improve safety by reduc i ng confusion caused by confl icting
tra ffic movements (see map). The Teton Park Road would be widened to provide
left-turn lanes at those intersections . The gas stat ion/post office parking
would be expanded to the east, by add i tion of fill, and its eastern
connection with the main road would be realigned to a po i nt opposite the
exist ing vi sitor center intersection near the bri dge. This would comprise
the eastern four-way i ntersection. The visitor center park i ng area would be
expanded to the west and connected to the existing Wilson Road i ntersection.
The enlarged parking areas would be paved and handicapped - access i ble ramps
installed where necessary.
The Snake River boat launch road would be paved to a 24-foot width . Shortterm parking at the launch ramp would be paved, striped, and somewhat reduced
in size, but would accommodate tile existing number of veh i cles. A road would
be provided around the north end of the NPS maintenance yard to connect with
the park employee residential road.
The Moose entrance station would be moved approximately 0.2 mile west of its
present location. The two westbound approach lanes to the kiosks would be
wi dened and 1 engthened.
The Windy Point turnout would be repaved, and the log curb i ng replaced by
exposed-aggregate concrete curb i ng. Handicapped access i ble ramps would be
provided at these and all other turnouts with wayside exhibits.
The gravel -surfaced park i ng area at Taggart Lake trailhead would be expanded
to increase parking capacity by 50 percent to accommodate 40 cars and B RVs.
Raised curbing would restrict park i ng to the paved area, and a vegetated
island would separate the area from the road .
Numerous existing gravel-surfaced, unnamed roadside turnouts would
evaluated for safety and need, and would be e i ther paved or removed.

be

The Cottonwood Creek picnic area turnout would be modified slightly to allow
easier turning for snow plows. Approach guardrails would be installed at the
Cottonwood Creek bridge to meet current safety standards.
The 4-foot paved shoulders would be deSignated and posted as bi cycle lanes.
This would implement alternative C-l of the Bi cycle Trail Study For Grand
Teton National Park (NPS 197B). There was no preferredartemative i n this
study.---- - Estimated construction cost of segment A, including
revegetation and traffic management, would be $2.3 million.
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Segllent B:

Timbered Island to North Jenny Lake Junction

Realignment under this alternative would depart the existing Teton Park Road
alignment near the Climbers Ranch road intersection, curve west of the south
end of Timbered Island, and then curve back to the existing road and follow
it for approximately 0 . 5 mile. The alignment would then curve east from the
existing road to a point 100-200 feet p.a st of the existing South Jenny Lake
junction (see map). The Glacier ~lch turnout would be relocated; the new
location will be determined following further study of potential turnout
locations along the whole segment .
The South Jenny Lake junction would be redesigned to provide one main "T"
intersection with the Teton Park Road to a collector road that provides
access to Lupine Meadows, Jenny Lake parking, the Jenny Lake campground. The
junction may be moved south and a portion of the existing road used as a
collector road (see below). Final road design in this area is pending route
selection. Circulati on roads in this area would be designed to comply with
phase I of the Jenny Lake Development Concept Plan (NPS 1976).
Approximately 0.6 miles north of South Jenny Lake junction, realignment would
rejoin the existing road for a short distance, then curve to the west and
clillb onto a bench with isolated trees separated by grass/sage openings (:;ee
map). This bench is between the existing two-way road and the Cathedral
Group turnout on the one-way road. A turnout with an interpretive wayside
exhibit would be placed in this area. View, of Mt. Moran and the Cathedral
Group froll this area are excellent, with varied foreground vegetation of
isolated, gnarled li.ber pine trees. A junction and connect i on to String
Lake and Jenny Lake Lodge would be provided as described below. The Teton
Park Road would then curve to the east, dropp i ng off the bench to the North
Jenny Lake junction, and join the existing Teton Park Road at the junction.
The curve immediately north of the junction would be realigned (straightened )
to improve safety. The forest south of the road curve may be thinned to
reduce shading and resulting icing of the curve in early and late season.
The existing Jenny Lake loop and String Lake roads would be p.xtensively
modified. The 2.I-mile segment of one-way road between the Cathedral Group
turnout and North Jenny Lake junction would be removed and reclaimed. A twoway, dead-end spur road would provide access from the Teton Park Road to the
Cathedral Group turnout, String Lake picnic area, and Jenny Lake Lodge. The
access road and parking for String Lake would be removed from the lakeshore,
and replaced with new access from the east. A one mile portion of existing
one-way road south of the lodge would be removed and reclaimed. A junction
on the realigned Teton Park Road would connect to the existing one-way road
that provides access to the existing scenic turnout overlooking Jenny Lake,
then continue south along the existing a1ignlllent and turn east on new road
segllent bypassing the call1pground on the north. This one-way loop road would
connect with the Teton Park Road north of the South Jenny Lake junction. A
0.9-mile portion of existing one-way road between the Jenny Lake Ranger
Station and South Jenny Lake junction, and the existing parking area between
the ranger station and lakefront, would be closed to motor vehicle traffic.
Part of this area would be converted to pedestrian/bicycle use, and the
relllinder would be reclaimed and revegetated. Additional parking for the
area would be provided east of the ranger station.
The existing 6.0-mile

String/Jenny Lake road cOllplex would be replaced by a combination of 2.0
lIiles of two-way road (to String Lake) and 1.3 miles of one-way road (Jenny
lake overlook), totaling 3.3 miles. A total of 3.5 miles of existing one-way
road would be removed and reclaimed.
Estimated cost of segment B of alternative I, including reclamation and
revegetation of closed roadway, would be $7.57 mill ion.
Tra ffic Management
The preferred traffic management option for segment A construction would
entail publ ic closure of the road for one autumn season from the Wil son road
intersection at Moose, north to Tfllbered Island near the Cl imbers Ranch road
intersection. Closure would last from after Labor Day weekend until shut
down by winter weather. The road would be reopened for winter recreational
access with a graveled surfaced. Park residents and concessioners would be
allowed lilllited access on the road. Public access would be ma i ntained to
facilities at Moose, including the post office, Dornan's, 4 Lazy F Ranch, the
visitor center, and park headquarters. Traffic on the Moose/Wilson road
would be maintained. The contractor would be allowed to operate with full
efficiency during the fall season by not maintaining two-way public access.
Construction and paving operations would resuliM! the following spring, with
public access under flagging and pilot car control.
Other traffic management options considered for segllM!nt A include:
total
public closure during the entire 4-1/2 IIOnth construction period ;
public
day-tille traffic, night-tillle construction for 5-1/2 months;
and 24-hour
public traffic for four IIIOnths, with traffic control by pilot car and
flagging, and delays up to 30 minutes.
Traffic managelllent of segllent B would be sillplffied by realignment since
construction would largely occur on new alignllent while visitor traffic
continued on old aligntlent. Where IIbing of construction and visitor traffic
would be necessary, traffic control by flagging and pilot cars would be used,
wi th de lays up to 30 lIIi nu tes.

ALTERNATIVE

2:

RECONSTRUCT

JENNY/STRING LAKE RoADS

TETON

PARK

ROAD,

REALIGN

SEGMENT

This alternative would utilize the same alignlllent described
segllents A and B of the Teton Park Road, however would
reconstruction of the Stri ng/Jenny Lake road syst elll (see map).

B AND

above for
differ in

A new portion of two-way road would connect the new Teton Park Road alignlllent
with the existing one-way Jenny/String Lake road, just north of the Cathedral
Group turnout, as described under alternative 1.
The existing alignment
would be upgraded for two-way traffic to String Lake and Jenny Lake Lodge.
The access to the String Lake picnic area and parking would be removed from
the lake shore and IIIOVed east. One-way traffic would then begin past the the
Jenny Lake Lodge along the existing alignlllent to the existing Jenny Lake
overlook, continue along the existing alignlllf!nt 0.6 mile, then leave the
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existing alignment and curve east to the Teton Park Road, bypassing the
campground on the north. The one -way road would intersect the Teton Park
Road at a point north of the South Jenny Lake junction. The existing 2.4
miles of one-way road between the Cathedral Group turnout and North Jenny
Lake junction would be removed and reclaimed, as in alternative 1. The 0.9
mile portion leading to the parking area by the Jenny Lake Ranger Station and
South Jenny Lake junction would be converted to a pedestrian/bicycle lane,
with parking provided east of the ranger station, as in alternative 1. Of
6.5 miles of existing one-way road, 4.2 miles would be reta oned and
reconstructed, and 2.3 miles would be removed and reclaimed.

A reclalllltion plan would be illlpleillented as described under alternative 1.
Sites for the borrow source and staging area would be the same as described
under alternative 1.
Cost of this alternative, including reconstructing the String/Jenny Lake road
system would be $5.51 million.

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE
Estimated construction cost of segment B of alternative 2, including
reclamation and revegetation of closed road would be $7.51 mill ion.

AL TERNATIVE 3:

RoAos

RECONSTRUCT EXISTING TETON PARK ROAD AND JENNY/STRING LAKE

This alternative would largely utilize existing road alignments.
It would
repair structural defects in the road base, widen the road base, and
resurface and pave 12.0 miles of two-way Teton Park Road.
The reconstructed Teton Pa rk Road woul d prov i de a un i form 30- foot-wi de
roadway providing ll-foot travel lanes and 4-foot pavea shoulders . The 4foot paved shoulders would be deSignated and posted as bicycle lanes. This
would implement alternative C ~ I of the Bictcle Tra.!! Study For Grand Teton
National Park (NPS 1978). Segment A wou d be reconstructed as descr i bed
under alternative 1. Segment B would utilize the existing alignment.
Auxiliary features such as intersections, parkin9 lots, turnouts, entrance
station, and bridges, would be modified as described under alternative 1.
Construction would occur in two segments as described under alternative I,
and would occur over four to six years.

The existing use and management of the existing Teton Park Road, String/Jenny
Lake roads, and auxiliary features such as intersections, parking lots,
turnouts, bridges, culverts, and signs would continue in this alternative.
Heavy seasonal traffic consisting of bicycles, cars, recreational vehicles,
and tour buses would continue to use the narrow and rough roadway.
The
existing roadway has a non-uniforlll payeMent width varying from 20 to 24 feet,
providing traffic lanes north of Taggart Creek as narrow as 9.5 feet. Most
of the road has no bicycle lanes or alternate bike routes. Bicyclists would
continue to ride In the traffic lanes, conflicting with IIIOtor vehicles
Including large recreational yehlcles and buses. No widening of the traffic
lanes or shoulders would occur .

No IIIdfflcatlon or I.proy_nt of the Jenny/String Lake roads or parking
areas would oceur.
Routine rOld IIIIlntenance would continue, including patching and periodic seal
coat applications. No modifications would be IIIIde to Intersections, parking
areas, turnouts, bridges, culverts, or road slopes.
The Timbered Island
.. intenance area would continue to be used for IIIIterial stockpiling and
debris burning.

The String/Jenny Lake one-way road would be reconstructed, providing an 18foot pavement width for a 12-foot lane and 6-foot shoulder. The existing
alignments would be utilized, with the exceptions of access and parking for
Stri ng Lake, the rea 1 i gnlllent of the south end of one-way road nea r the south
Jenny Lake are3, and south Jenny Lake parking and pedestrian/bicycle access;
all of which would be treated as described under alternative 1.
The North Jenny Lake junction would be modified by real igning (straightening)
the curve inwnediately north of the junction, and thinning forest near the
south edge of the roadway to improve sight distance and reduce shading of the
curve. Acceleration/deceleration tapers would be provided for the southbound
lane, and a left-turn lane for the north-bound lane. The intersection of the
one-way road to String and Jenny lakes would be moved a short distance south
to increase sight distance for turning and southbound traffic.
Minor cut- and fill-slope modification and widening of the road base would be
performed along the projec t to acconmoda te the wi dened pavement, to re i nforce
shoulders, and to flatten selected slopes as described under alternative 1.
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AFFECTED ENV IRONMENT
NATURAl ENVIRONMENT
Topography
Beginn ing at the intersection with the East Side Highway at Moose Junction,
the Teton Park Road crosses the Snake River to the west, passes through the
river floodplain and the Moose developed area, and then climbs onto a series
of upland terraces above the Snake River at Windy Point. The route continues
north on a flat glacial outwash plain cut by Beaver, Taggart, and Cottonwood
creeks, and then skirts glacial moraines at Timbered Island, Jenny Lake, and
Burned Ridge, to the project end near the North Jenny Lake Junction.
Air Quality
Air quality in the park is generally good, with occas i onal haze of local,
regional, and interstate origin. The park is designated as a Class I area
under the Clean Air Act. Traffic on the road produces an unknown quantity of
pollutants. This may contribute to haze , however quantities are unknown at
this time and are not bel ieved to be signi ficant.
Water Resources
Water resources affected by the road are the stream crossings and floodplains
of the Snake River and of Beaver, Taggart, and Cottonwood creeks.
Water
qual ity of these streams is near pristine.
Cottonwood Creek is used by
spawning trout from the Snake River, but little or no spawning occurs in
Beaver and Taggart creeks. The lack of spawning may be due to existing
culverts acting as barriers to spawning trout. The crossings of the Snake
Ri ver and Cottonwood Creek are on steel/concrete span bri dges bui lt in the
1950s. The road and adjacent parking areas between the Snake River bridge
and the Moose entrance station lie within the 100-year and SOD-year
floodplains (Bureau of Reclamation/National Park Service
1984).
The
existing road and parking areas are built on fill, which would act as a low
dike in the event of a IDD-year flood. The floodplains of Beaver and Taggart
creeks are crossed with roadway fills with culverts to pass the streams. The
culvert at Taggart Creek is inadequate to pass high runoff flows, which on
occaSion results in ponding upstream from the road. The road has been nearly
overtopped i n recent years during periods of prolonged heavy ra i n.
No
wetlands are il1lllediately adjacent to the road.
Soil And Vegetation

spruce. willow, aspen, grasses, sedges, and forbs.
The road pa sses ~y
several glacial IIIIraines, composed of soil with a higher clay content and
greater water-retention capacity.
These moraines support forests of
lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and occasional limber pine.
In the area
between 50uth and north Jenny Lake junctions and between the existing one-way
and two-way roads, there is an intermediate vegetation zone of isolated
patches of conifer trees separated by open grass/shrubland.
Non-native plant species, such as butter-and-eggs, Canada th istl e,
cheatgrass, musk thlstl e, spotted knapwed, and St. John's-wort have become
established along park roadsides. SOlie of these species, such as knapweed,
are adapted to rapid colonization of disturbed well-drained, gravelly soils
c_nly found along the route. Once establ Ished, these species can exclude
native plants from the disturbed areas and then spread into undisturbed
native vegetation.
The shooting range site east of the airport junction on the East Side Highway
created in the 1950s by excavation of aggregate material for highway
construction. The man-lIIde depression ukes the site nearly hidden from view
frOM the highway. The site was also used in 1986 as a staging area for
INterial stockpil ing and processing, and equipment storage for reconstruction
of the East Side Highway. Approximately 13 acres are currently disturbed.
Adjacent vegetation Is grass/forb/shrubland.
Underlying soils are
loall/gravel/cobbles typical of Jackson Hole outwash plains.
WIS

The potential aggregate source/staging area site at the south end of Timbered
Island Is a disturbed forller grass/shrubland area of approximately 24 acres.
An existing 0.5 Mile-long, gravel-surfaced road provides access to t~e area.
The site Is not visible from the Teton Park Road. The site has been in use
for several decades. first as a gravel pit, then as a sanitary landfill, and
presently as a maintenance staging area for storage and mixing of road repair
uterial. Several unreclailled excavated pits and barren compacted areas
reuin
fro.
past
activities.
Underlying
soil s
are
typical
loaMy/gravel/cobbles of Jackson Hole outwash plains.
Wildl He

Ma_als utilizing the area adjacent to the highway include ground squirrel.
badger, coyote. mule deer, elk, pronghorn. bison, moose. and black bear .
Bird species are represented by a wide range of raptors and perching bird s.
The shooting range site prope r is not usable habitat for herbivores due to
disturbance of vegetation. Adjacent land is used by rodents. hawks and
coyote preying on rodents, and occasional antelope and bison.
Elk migrate
through in spring and late fall.

The route passes over or near several soil types supporting different plant
cornunities. The route is predominantly underlain by well-drained, glacialoutwash soil of sandy-loam/gravel/cobbles that supports the grass/shrubland
plant cOlllllunity of the upland flats characteristic of the floor of Jackson
Hole. COl1lllon plant species found on the upland flats are big sagebrush, low
sagebrush, rabbitbrush, arrowleaf balsamroot, lupine, bluebunch wheatgrass ,
Idaho fescue. and SOllie colonizing lodgepole pine and narrowleaf cottonwood
trees growing i n borrow ditches. Floodplains of the Snake River and Beaver,
Taggart, and Cottonwood creeks support black cottonwood, lodgepole pine, blue

The TiMbered Island site proper is also mostly devo i d of vegetation and is
not currently usable habitat for herbivores. Adjacent ground is used by
rodents, and hawks and coyotes hunting rodents.
Antelope and bi son
occas ionall y use adjacent land. The adjacent forested Timbered I s land is
heavily used elk habitat.
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Threatened And Endangered Speci es
There are no known threatened or endangered plant species in the park.
The threatened grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis), endangered bald eagle
(Ha I iaeetus 1eucocepha I us), endangered whoopl ng crane (Grus ameri cana), and
endangered peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus ~) areTound el sewhere in
the park. Individuals of these speeles may cross the road corridor, but do
not utilize habitat near the road or the aggregate source/staging area sites .
Grizzly bear could potentially use habitat in the northern portion of the
project, but have not been si ghted south of Jackson Lake in the last 30
years. Grizzly are occasionally sighted in the Teton range west of Jackson
Lake, adjacent to the Snake River at the head of Jackson Lake, and east of
Colter Bay. The area adjacent to the road right-of-way is rated as a
lIanagelltnt si tuation number two area under the Intera~ency Grizzl y Gui del i nes
(Interagency Grizzly Bear COlIIRittee
1986).
Th s means the area is
considered as lower priority habitat (regardless of occupation), with some
restrictions on hUNn use.
ManageMent situation number one areas are
considered as high quality grizzly habitat, and are managed with the greatest
restrictions on human use.
Bald eagles are occasionally sighted flying over the project area during late
fall migration. Use of the project area would be foraging on carrion. There
are no known roost sites or habitually used food sources in the project area.
Whooping cranes have been observed in the park, on the east shore wetlands of
Jackson Lake. There Is no suitable habitat offered in the project area, nor
is there any known use by cranes.
Peregrine falcon use In the park has occurred north of the project area,
around Jackson Lake. There has been no known use of the project area, and no
suitable habitat or food sources offered.
This environlllental assessment will be submitted to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service for review and consultation regarding possible Impacts on threatened
and endangered species.
CULTURAL ENV IRONMENT
Prehistoric use of the area was seasonal hunting and gathering by Shoshone
Indians and their predecessors. Land adjacent to the roadway between Hoose
and Timbered Island was surveyed for archeological resources, and some
cultural material was found at several sites. Archeological survey of the
remaining portion of road would be performed, and salvage, and clearance
would be aCCOMplished as required prior to disturbance.

Segllent A of the road was real igned between Hoose and Windy Point turnout,
and widened to Cottonwood Creek during reconstruction in the early 1960s.
The Cottonwood Creek bridge, and turnouts at Windy Point, Cottonwood Creek,
and Glacier Gulch were constructed at the same time. No historic auxiliary
road features such as stone headwalls, rustic bridges, or guardrails exist.
Se91lent 8 of the road basically follows the original alignment, which was
selected and constructed in the 1920s prior to establ ishment of Grand Teton
National Park 1929. The original road was constructed as a transportation
route using straight lines, not as a scenic park road.
In regard to segment A, the National Park Service has consulted with the
WYOlllI ng Sta te Histori c Preservation Offi ce, and they have verbally concu rred
tha t segment A is a modern road.
Seglltnt B of the road and Its features have not been evaluated for historic
significance. The National Park Service will evaluate the road according to
the procedures developed under the National Historic Preservation Act as
allended, and Executive Order 11593.
SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTtylSITOR USE
The Teton Park Road is the primary park road west of the Snake River, and
provides significant Sightseeing opportunities and access to park features at
the base of the Teton Range south of Jackson Lake.
Travelers enroute to
Yellowstone National Park often use this as an optional scenic route.
Locally originating traffic comprises a significant portion of road use.
Local persons are generally enroute to a specific destination, recreation
site, or to a job. Non-local visitors use the road for a more general park
sightseeing experience, stopping at turnouts, and probably driving at a lower
speed than 1oca 1 users.
Although the main use of the road Is recreational in nature, it also provides
cOtllllercial and visitor access to park concessions In the Hoose and Jenny Lake
areas. 8usinesses that would be affected within the project area are the
store and gas station at Hoose operated by the Grand Teton Lodge Company,
Dornan's (store, restaurant, and other services), 12 Snake River float trip
concessions plus fishing guides, the 4 Lazy F guest ranch, Climbers Ranch,
Exum Mountain Guides, Teton Trail Rides, Teton Boating Company, Jenny Lake
Store, and the Jenny Lake Lodge. A post office at Hoose provides services
for 500 persons, and the primary park Information service Is located at park
headquarters. The road is significant to the regional recreation/tourism
Industry, because it provides access to prime attractions of the park and
helps retain visitor traffic in the region.

Fur trappers used the area near the road during the early 19th century and
were succeeded by ranchers beginning in the 1880s. As tourism Increased in
the 1920s, dude ranching and other recreational uses predominated.

The road is closed to motor vehicles for the winter season north of the
Cottonwood Creek bridge, and the nearby picnic area turnout Is used as a
turnaround loop for visitor traffic and snowplows. The roadside between the
Taggart Creek trailhead and Cottonwood Creek picnic area is heavily used for
winter parking and as a staging area for snowmobilers and cross-country
skiers.

There are no historic structures along the road that would be affected by
construction.

Total park visitation reached a reported high in 1978 with 4.16 million
visitors, then declined to about 3.5 million visitors per year during 1979
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through 1982.
Visitation calculation methods changed i.n 1983 to more
. accurately report only recreational traffic on park roads.
By ti,e new
calcuhti on _thad, reported visitation for 1983 was 1.32 ml111on, wi th 1.36
.1111on for 1984,1.33 1Ii111on for 1985, and 1.31 m111 i on for 1986. These
figures are considered to be roughly equivalent to recreational traffic
betlMen 1979 and 1982, and the early 1970s.

ENV lRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
RECONSTRUCT TETON PARK ROAD

REALI GN SEGMENT &

Natural Environment
Air
alit - Air quality 'IIOuld be temporarily adversely affected in the
pro ect area by emissions and particulates generated by heavy equ i pment
operation, excavation of aggregate material, material
crushing and
processing, and asphalt production.
Operations would be conducted under
state and federal permits and 'IIOuld comply with air quality st~ndards . Oust
plumes would be visible from the East Side Highway durin9 operation of the
shooting range Site, and from the Teton Park Road during operation of the
Timbered Island site.
No measurable effect outside of the construction
corridor Is anticipated.
Water Resources - Stream channel s of the Snake River and Cottonwood Creek
would be unaffected by construction or bridge modifications.
F111 'IIOuld be placed on approximately 2 acres of floodplain at Moose to widen
the road, enlarge parking lots, and modify intersections.
Downstream
hydrology 'IIOuld be unaffected in the event of a flood, due to the existing
effect of the Teton Park Road fill. Park roads are exempt from Executi ve
Order 11988 "Floodplain Management" guidelines. About 0.1 acre of floodpla i n
at Beaver Creek 'IIOuld be covered by new f111 placed for road widening . No
beneficial effects of floodplains would be diminished.
Beaver and Taggart creeks 'IIOuld be temporarily affected during culvert
replacement, causing some siltation. New larger culverts would help restore
natural streall hydraulics by reducing upstream ponding and eliminating a
hydraul1c drop below a culvert.
Sol1 And Veqetation - Reconstruction of segment A along exist i ng road
allgnntent and construction of segment B new road would result in disturbance
to approximately 76 acres of undisturbed sol1 and vegetat i on.
Vegetat i on
reclall4tion of 145 acres would include road slopes, removal of old roadway
replaced by new road, and the existing Timbered Island maintenance area, with
a net increase of 69 acres of vegetated area.
Topsol1 would be salvaged for re-use in reclamation.
Vegetation would be
rellOved for grad i ng and placement of f i ll. The affected vegetation would
typically be bunchgrass, forbs, and shrubs such as rabb i tbrush and var i ous
sagebrush species. This vegetation is common and typical of Jackson HoI e
upland flora. Lodgepole pine and cottonwood growing along the existing roa d
edge would be cut and removed, and selected trees along the new alignment
would be relllOved. No clearing of swaths through forest would be necessary,
except for short sections between the Teton Park Road and Cathedral Group
turnout, and at the south end of the Jenny Lake one-way road bypassing the
call1pground.
Regrowth of native grass and shrubs on road slopes has been successful on
previous projects in the park, such as the Teton Park Road between North
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Jenny Lake junction and Signal Mountain, which was reconstructed i n 1970.
Soil compaction seems to be a critical factor discouraging shrub growth i n
favor of grasses, such as on numerous old dirt roads in the park that we re
closed to tra ffi c, but never scarifi ed to dec om pac t the so i 1. Na t i ve gra sses
and shrubs frequently take longer to become well established on disturbed
sites compared to volunteer broadleaf annual weeds, which are adapted to
rapidly colonizing disturbed ground but are frequently undesirable exotic
species. With follow-up reseeding and weed control, including select i ve
herbicide use, native vegetation representative of adjacent plant communit i es
should become establ ished two to three seasons after construction.
Wildlife - Effects on wildlife would include a long-term increase of
apprOxTriiately 69 acres of wildlife habitat. Existing roadkills of rodents,
larger mammals, and birds would continue . Realignment of the road near the
south end of Timbered Island would help reduce the potential for elk/vehicle
accidents by increasing driver's sight distance. Realignment of the road i n
the region east of the Cathedral Group turnout would pass through heavily
used elk summer/fall range. The trees on the proposed al i gnment are spaced
far enough apart to allow for reasonable visibility and driver ' s s i ght
distance, wh i ch would help reduce the potential for accidents. There may be
SOllie increased potential for elk/veh icl e acc i dents, however compared to the
relat i vely treeless segment of existing road between South and North Jenny
Lake junctions. El imination of the one-way Jenny Lake road north of the
Cathedral Group turnout would eliminate vehicle d i sturbance to elk on heavily
used sunner/fall range.
Excavation and construction activ i ty at the shooti ng range si te woul d
displace wildlife from a distance of 0.2-0.5 mile around the site during the
construct i on per i od.
Pronghorn, bison, coyote, and raptors coul d be
affected. After construction of segment A is complete, NPS road maintena~ce
funct i ons would be transferred from Timbered Island to this site, increasing
long-term wildlife displacement due to incre~sed truck traffic and activ ity
at the site. This site is lower quality habitat than the Timbered Island
area, and there would be a net gain in usable wildl ife habitat after the
Timbered Island site is closed and reclaimed.
Construction activity at the Timbered Island site for excavation and
processing of construct i on material would temporarily di splace wildlife,
including elk, pronghorn, and bison, from a distance of approximately 0.2 to
0.5 mile. This would occur over the construction period of two to four
years. Post construction closure and reclamat i on would return the 19-acre
s ite and surrounding area to restored natural habitat in the long term.
Fish spawning may be i ncreased by culvert replacement, removing an existing
barrier to potential spawn i ng beds.
Threatened And Endangered Species - There would be no expected negative
Impacts to threatened or endangered species. Grizzly could potentially use
habitat in the northern portion of the project, however they have not
historically occupied this area. No grizzlies have been Si ghted south of
Jackson Lake during the past 30-40 years. Nesting bald eagles would not be
affected by the project because this area is not occup i ed or used as a
foraging area. Migratory ea gles may occas i onally forage on roads i de carrion

i n the project area in late fall. Eagle use in an active construction area
would be unlikely, however if this occurred, construction would be
tellporarily shut down or the attractant food source would be transported to a
secure area. Peregri ne fa 1cons have not observed i n the projec t area and
would not be affected, nor would their food sources . Whooping crane have
been observed fly~ng over the area in isolated events (no recurr i ng pattern),
but no useful habltat would be affected by road construction. There would be
no effect from th i s project. Cranes, or wetland habitat used by cranes, may
be currently affected by the Jackson Lake dam reconstruction project , 6 miles
north of the north end of the road project. This has been analyzed i n the
Final Environmental Ii~aci Statement, Jackson Lake 1afetr £f Oams Pro j ect
rrureau of Reclamation at onal Park Ser"'V'1"Ce""l9~ onstruction of segment
B would not occur until after construction on the dam is complete.
There
would be no cumulat i ve i mpact on whooping cranes from the two projects.
No direct or indirect impacts to the above species are ant i cipated.
No
short-term change in populations of the above species i s anticipated during
or after completion of this project. Long-term changes in populations are
complex, dependent on many influences external to the park, and are difficult
to assess: No effec ts from th is construc t i on projec tare expec ted.
No
coordinatlon measures to reduce or eliminate i mpacts are consider ed
necessary, because no impacts are ant 1cipated. This project would result in
a "no effect" action on the above species.
The above i nformation on populations, behavior, and habitat use patterns i s
based on consultation with park research and natural resource management
staff, park wildl i fe observations, and ongoing research on other spec i es.
Cultural Environment
Widening the road base would affect four known archeological sites found near
the roadway by burial under fill or by redistribution of soil. Archeological
clearance would be performed prior to disturbance.
Archeological survey
would be performed along the unsurveyed portions of segment B and the
existing road prior to construction disturbance. Identified si t es wi ll be
tested for National Register eligibility . Mitigation alld clearance would be
necessary for el igible archeological sites. The proposed borrow Sites are
previously disturbed sites. No historic road structures such as bridges,
stone headwalls, or guardrails are found along the road.
All cultural
resourc.e~ i dent ifi ed by archeo I ogi ca 1 or hi stori ca I survey wi 11 be eva 1ua ted
for ellglbility to the National Register of Historic Places , in compliance
with Department of Interior standards and guidelines.
Socioeconomic Environment/Visitor Use
Temporary inconvenience frOIll dust , delays, rough roads, and no i se from
construction activities would be experienced by visitors and concessioners
using the roads from four to six years. During segment A construction the
road between the Moose-Wil son road in tersection and the Cl imbers Ranch' road
intersection would be closed to public traffic from after Labor Day until
winter weather stopped construct ion. The road would then be reopened to the
public for winter access to the Cottonwood Creek area. Publ ic inconvenience
would result from being den i ed access to the Taggart Creek trailhead, or
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access to Jenny Lake from the south for one autumn season. Jenny Lake woul d
still be accessible from the north via Jackson Lake, although loop traffic
cOlibining the Teton Park Road and East Side Highway would be i nterrupted.
Septetllber traffic on park roads in general is about 60 percent of August
traffic, and October traffic is about 20 percent of August traffic. During
the spring and sUl1ll1er construction season, traffic delays up to 30 minutes
would result from flagging for one-way traffic during paving operations on
segllent A. Overa 11 vis i tor use on the Teton Park Road is expec ted to be
IIlnlllllly affected due to the bulk of segment A construction occurring during
the fall season.
SeglNlnt B construction would largely occur on new alignment, with traffic
continuing to use the existing road.
There would be some need to route
traffic through construction however, with traffic control by flagg i ng and
pl10t cars and possible delays of up to 30 minutes.
Upon cOllpletion, visitors
would benefit from the reconstruction by
experl enc i ng a road with a smoother pavement surface, improved sa fety
features, and wider traffic lanes that are easier to drive, especially for
recreational vehicles. The separation of bicycle and motor vehicle traffic
would illlprove safety and reduce traffic delays.
Bicyclists would benefit
fro. Iliproved safety and a IIIIre enjoyable experience by riding out of the
1111 n tra ffi c stream on the 4- foot paved shoul der.
The shoul der woul d be
IIIrked and posted as a bicycle lane.
Bicycle traffiC is expected to
significantly i ncrease on the road after construction.
Real1gllllent of segment B would provide a curving road with a more varied
viewing experience than the existing alignment, which is mostly two straight
segllt!nts totaling 7.0 miles. An additional interpretive turnout and other
turnout opportunities would facil itate visitors pull i"g off the road to enjoy
the Teton scenery.
Concessions and business at Moose would be minimally affected by segment A
construction, due to IIOst of the construction occurring during the fall,
spring, and early sunner seasons. Access would be maintained in the Moose
area east of the Wilson road Intersection, including the post office, visitor
center, raft launch area, 4 Lazy F ranch, and Dornan's.
Some short-term
inconvenience would be incurred by visitors and residents due to construction
traffic , noise, dust, rough roads, and detours. Concessions at Jenny Lake
would not be affected by the seg1llent A fall closure because these concessions
close SCiOn !fter Labor Day. Segment B construction would have minimal shorttenl effect because traffic would st111 use the existing alignment while
construction proceeded on the new alignment.

Jenny Lake would have to walk 100 yards to reach the lake-front area west of
the ranger station. Visitor experience of the Jenny Lake shoreline would be
improved by eliminating congestion and the mixture of pedestr i ans and motor
vehicles in a limited space inadequate for existing traffic.
This would
ioaplement phase I of the Development Concept Plan, Jen n ~ Lake (NPS 1975) .
See also the Environmental Assessment, JennYLake Deve opme;it Plan
(NPS
1975b).
- Road maintenance cost would decrease with the reduction in total road
mileage. Operational efficiency would be improved by increased accessibl1ity
for NPS and concession staff to areas such as String Lake or the Jenny Lake
Lodge area, without having to drive the entire existing 6.5 miles of one-way
road to reach these sites.
Existing use patterns of the String/Jenny Lake one-way road would change.
Access would continue to features such as the Cathedral Group turnout, String
Lake, Jenny Lake Lodge, and the Jenny Lake interpretive overlook. The String
Lake access and parking would be removed from the lakeshore to a point 50-tOO
yards east, making the w~lk from tt.e parking area to the lake longer . The
visitor experience would be improved by reducing congest i on and mi xed
pedestrian/vehicle traffic from the lake front.
The existing 6.0-ml1e one-way loop road would be replaced by 1.3 miles of
one-way loop road, plus a 1.7-lIIile-long, 2-way dead-end access road to String
Lake and Jenny Lake Lodge. The ex i sting one-way road provides a l ow-speed
viewing experience di fferent from that provided on conventional two-way 45I1l1e-per-hour roads. The present low speed (15 miles per hour) and lack of
oncoming traffic encourage leisurely viewing either from the car or numerous
informal pullouts . The major viewpoint s of the existing one-way alignment
would continue to be available but there would be a quantitative reduction of
experi ence in the one-way road dri vi ng experi ence. The new ali gnment and
turnouts of the Teton Park Road would provide improved scenic viewing
opportunities i n this area, compared to the existing alignment.

ALTERNATIVE 2:
RECONSTRUCT
JENNY/STRING LAKE ROADS

TETON

PARK

ROAD,

REALIGN

SEGMENT

BAND

Natural Environment
Air Quality - Effects on air quality would be the same as descr i bed under
alternative 1.

Construction activity would generate construction jobs in Teton County.
Local road construction contractors would have the opportunity to bid for the
prhM! contract and sub-contracts for lIaterials, equipment, etc.

Water Quality - Effects on water quality would be the same as described under
alternative 1.

Traffic would be altered at the South Jenny Lake junction by moving the
junction south, and prov ld inll parking on the east edge of the moraine (west
of the existing two-way road). The existing lake-front parking area, access
road, and one-way road would be reduced in width to provide a pedestrian/b i ke
path . Vehicle traffic to the lake shore would be phased out, and visitors to

Sol1 And Vegetation - Effects from di sturbance to sol1 and vegetation for new
road construction would be similar as described under alternative 1.
Approxhlately 77 acres of undisturbed soil and vegetation would be disturbed.
Reclamation would be performed on 143 ac r es .
As under alternative I,
recla.tlon would be performed on di sturbed road slopes, old road replaced by
new alignment, and on the Timbered Island borrow site.
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Iltldllfe - Effects on wildlife would be the same as described under
alternative 1. A net gain of approximately 66 acres of wildlife hab itat
lIOuld result from vegetation reclamation of closed roads and the Timbered
Island site.

COilpared to the reallgl1lllent of alternat i ve I, and fewer wildlife/vehicle
aCCidents lIay occur than froll alternative 1.
Existing roadkills would
continue, and possibly increase if average traffic speed increases on the
reconstructed road.

Threatened And Endangered Species - Effects on threatened and endangered
species would be the sal!le as described under alternative 1.

Effects on habitat from management and reclamation of borrow sites would be
the salle as described under alternative 1.

Cultural Environment

T~reatened

Effects on cuI tural resources would be the same as al ternative 1.

And Endangered Srcles - There would be no anticipated negative
effects on the above Hste species. All construction activity I«)uld be
confined to the existing roadways, which are not used by the above species.

SocloeconOillc Environment/Visitor Use

Cultural Environillent

Short-tel"ll Inconvenience froll construction would be the same as for
,'ternatlve 1. Short and long-ter. effects on concessions in the Moose and
Jenny Lake areas would be the salle as for al ternatlve 1.

Effects on archeological and cultural resources would be the same as
described under alternative I, segllent A.
Archeological survey and
evaluation of any archeological sites would be performed for segllent B prior
to construction. If sites were detel"llined eligible, clearance and lIitlgatlon
would be perfomed as described under alternative 1.

Ben.flts to users of the two-way Teton Park Road would also be Similar to
alternative I, with a difference In use of the the one-way road between
String and Jenny lakes. A 4.2 .Ile one-way road, IIOstly along the existing
allg_nt would provide access and viewing, cOllpared to the existing 6.5
.11.5. Traffic at the south end of the one-way road would also be routed
eut, bypasSing the lakefront near the Jenny Lake ranger station.
IIodHlcatlons at the south Jenny Lake area to parking, Intersections, and
benefits to visitors would be the saH as under alternative 1.

AlTERNATIVE 3:

ROAIIS

RECONSTRUCT EXISTING TETON PARK ROAD AND JENNY/STRING LAKE

lIatura 1 Env I ronllent
Air Quality - Effects on air quality would be the sallie as described under
alternative 1.
Wlter Qualltr - Effects on water quality would be the sallie as described under
alternative •
5011 And Vegetation - Reconstruction of segllent A would be the same as
described under alternative I, with the saH results.
Reconstruction of
existing road along segHnt B between the south end of Tlilbered Island and
North Jenny Lake junction would result In rellOval of roadside surface 5011
and vegetation In preparation for road widening as In segllent A.
Approxillately 37 acres of undisturbed soil and vegetation would be disturbed
for reconstruction and widening. Vegetation recla_tlon would be performed
IS described under alternative I, with 93 acres reclaimed, Including the
Tillbered Island IIIlntenance area.

Soc I oeconolll c Envl ronent/VI 5 !tor Use
Inconvenience and benefl ts to vi sl tors and concessloners from segllent A
construction would be the salle as described under alternative 1.
Reconstruction of segllent B would result In slllllar benefits from additional
paveHnt width as described under alternative I, segllent A, but the existing
straight allgnllents of two-way road would be utilized.
Construction of segllent B would require mixing of construction and visitor
traffic on the sallie allg_nt, resulting In Inconvenience froll delays, rough
road surface, dust, and noise.
A traffic llanagellent prograll would be
developed, with options such as Shoulder season road closure, night
construction work, or one-way public traffic under pilot car contro l.
Average traffic speed would Increase, given a wider and smoother straight
road. Visitors who are !lOre Interested In viewing scenery than reaching a
destination as rapidly as possible lIay be at a disadvantage.
Existing use of the String/Jenny Lake one-way road would continue, with the
road reconstructed to provide sllOother and wider pave.ent and parking
shoulders. Parking and pedestrian access at String and Jenny Lakes would be
changed as described under alternative I, with similar benefits .
Traffic
safety would Improve from modi flcatlon of North Jenny Lake junctions.

NO-ACTION AlTERNATIVE
Natural Environment

Wildlife - Effects lIOuld Include a long-term gain of 56 acres of wildlife
liiliTtitresultlng froll recla_tlon. The existing allgnllent between South and
North Jenny Lake junctions Is relatively poor habitat for large manna1s

Air Quallt~ - Air quality would cont inue to be affected by mobile emiSSions
fro. vehlc es using the road, however this quantity Is unknown.
Visual
quality froll the roadway would remain the same, because there would be no
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rCMd construction or modification of auxiliary features.
lIater Resources - Water resources would remain unchanged by continuing the
status quo. The Taggart and Beaver Creek culverts would continue to back
water up during high run-off.
Soil And Vegetation - Continuation of existing use and management would have
few If any new Impacts on soil and vegetation. Some soil compaction and
vegetation di s turbance would continue If parki ng areas and parki ng shou1 ders
were allowed to expand. Non-native vegetation would continue to become
gradually estab1 Ished along roadways due to transportation of seed by
vehicles. Non-native vegetation is spreading out from the roadside into
undisturbed native vegetation in some areas of the park.
Wildlife - Fish would continue to be excluded from potential spawn ing habitat
Dr'fi99art Creek due to the barrier the culvert presents.
Roadkills of
lH_ls and birds would continue. The forested areas along the roadway tend
to conceal wildlife. with a generally greater frequency of nighttime
vehicle/wildlife accidents than open sections of roadway.
Threatened And Endangered Species - No new impacts. or known existing
ll1P4cts. to threatened or endangered species would occur from continuation of
current .. nagetlent and visitor use. Such bird and mammal species do not
utilize habitat near the roadway.
Cultural

vehicles would continue to be inconvenienced when they have to slow down
behind a bicyclist to walt for an opportunity to pass.
Safety hazards would continue due to physical characteristics of the road,
slopes. and Intersections.
Visitor traffic in the Moose area would continue to be congested. slow. and
confusing. resulting in visitor inconvenience.
Inadequate parking at the
visitor center and concession/post office area across the road would continue
visitor frustration. Boat launch traffic would continue to be congested.
Use of the existing dirt parking lot at Taggart Lake trailhead and dirt
parking shoulders along the roadside would continue. causing some
inconvenience frolll rough surface. dust. and lIud. Winter visitor pa rki ng and
turning space at the Cottonwood Creek picnic area would continue to be
congested and cOtllplicate snow plowing operations.
Maintenance of the road would continue to be expensive and difficult. due to
the age and advanced state of deterioration of the road.
The potential for road failure at Taggart Creek due to inadequate culvert
capacity would continue to exist. This could potentially close the road for
several days. requiring traffic to drive to Jenny Lake via Jackson Lake.
ConceSSion business in the park area serviced by the road would be unaffected
by continUing current lIanagement and use patterns.

Environ~nt

There would be no new effects on archeological or historical resources
resulting frolll this alternative. because there would be no new construction
disturbance.
SocioeconOllic Environment/Visitor Use
Visitor use and traffic patterns would continue along current trends. The
quality of the visitor experience while traveling the road is reduced by the
existing condition and design of the road. There are notably poor between
Beaver Creek and the North Jenny Lake junctions.
The pavement is
deteriorated and rough froll repeated patching. causing a rough ride. This
condition would relllin. with continued inconvenience to the public using the
road.
Numerous unnamed gravel ed turnouts are often rough wi th abrupt
pavetlent edges. discouraging use by slower vehicles to allow backed-up
tra Hi c to pass.
The narrow traffic lanes would continue to make driving wide vehicles
d iffi cult and hazardous. requi ri ng grea ter than normal dri ver concentra ti on.
If a vehicle leaves the pave~nt edge. the lack of shoulders makes recovery
of control difficult and results In a hazardous situation.
Potentially
hazardous conditions result from the mixture of wide recreational vehicles,
tour buses. and bicycles on the narrow roadway. Bicyclists continue to be
exposed to danger froll being hit by motor vehicles (or their side mirrors) or
being forced off the road while riding in the traffic lane. Bicyclists tend
not to report close calls or bei ng forced off the road. so the true inc I dent
rate of bicyc1e/lIOtor vehicle conflicts Is not documented. Drivers of motor
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APPENDIX
POTENTIAL AGGREGATE SOURCES FOR PACKAGE 171

Grand Teton. This, in co.bination with the long hauling distance (34 miles
to the center of Package 171), elillli nated the site from further cons i dera t i on
for this project.
Present plans are to allend the Natural Resources
Ilana9et1ent Plan to account for these changed circullstances .

INTRODUCTION

Economics

!!!!!!.!

AccoP4Jng to NPS policy, adverse econollics should not dictate the location of
uteri1'1 sources in the parks unless this factor makes importation of
Nterial "totally i.practical." It is not known at what point additional
costs becolle totally i.practical, but a cost increase that required doing a
project in two years instead of one was considered an important criterion.
Any increase in costs which results in less-than-adequate rehabilitation
efforts would be detrimental to park objectives and should be avoided.

An esti.ated 100,000 cubic yards (CY) of new aggregate material are required
by this project for fill and paving. An additional 200,000 CY will be needed
to cOllplete reconstruction of the East Side Highway (Package 328) over the
next several years. Over the next 20 years, park maintenance needs are
estillated to be nearly 1,000,000 CY (Federal Highway Administration 1985). A
source, or sources, for this material must be located and evaluated prior to
soliciting bids for this project.
In order to provide for the IIlterial needed to complete Packages 171 and 328
(as well IS for park lIlintenance needs), a nu.ber of potential sites in and
outside the park have been considered. Table 1 presents a sunnary of the
actual and potential i.pacts associated with the use of 15 sites. Because of
extrHely high hauling costs and conflicts with visitor traffic, sites beyond
25 .nls of this project were not included in this analysis. Other sites
have been evaluated by the Federal Highway Administration which may be
included in cOllpl1ance docu.ents for future projects.
As it beea.. apparent that more than the short-terlll needs of Package 171
should be considered in this document, the decision was made to evaluate all
feasible . sites in tel'llS of their long-terlll use for various Park needs.
Several IIljor issues etlerged which were comon to many in-park si tes and
these are di scussed below. Other issues were cOllllOn to all sites and the
IIOst i.portant of these are al so addressed.
Policy Constraints
National Park Service llanagHent policy (NPS 1981 :111-6) concerning borrow
pits is: "Only when econOllic factors .. ke it totally i.practical to illlport
.. terlals will borrow pits be created in the parks, or present pits further
utilized." Based on this policy, the park's approved Natural Resource
... ",~nt Plan (liPS 1986a) cOMitted the National Park Service ~
11tlier.po;:r-. . terial or obtain it fro. the Flagg Ranch pit in John D.
Rockefeller, Jr. MeIIOr1a1 Parkway. S.all amounts of IIIterial from certain
strea.beds are also authorized to llleet park lIIintenance needs if State and
Federal requi r_nts are lIet.
When this policy was approved, it was assulled that adequate material existed
in the Flagg Ranch pit to lIleet long-tel'1ll needs in Grand Teton, Yellowstone
and the Parkway (NPS 1986b). However, subsequent evaluation of the site
indicated only 650,000 CY re.. ined if an acceptable rehabilitation program is
to be i.pl_nted (Federal Highway Administration 1987). Several major road
construction projects in southern Yellowstone National Park are scheduled in
the near future and SOlie or all may require material froll the nagg Ranch
pit. Because of these factors, this site is no longer considered to have
long-terlll potential to provide IIIterial for major construction projects in
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Transportation And Traffic
This issue is i.portant because of the high volu.e of visitor traffic in
su_r and the potential for conflict with heavy trucks. Haul routes through
residential, c~rcial or heavily used recreation areas will increase the
potential for accidents and conflicts with local residents.
In general,
those Sites having the shortest hauling distance are preferable, all other
factors being equal. Truck traffic to the park fro. sources to the south or
west of Jackson generally has to pass through the town of Jackson or bypass
the town to the west and use the Spring Gulch road. Traffic through Jackson
cannot avoid residential streets and congested roads, and hauling traffic
would create controversy due to noise, dust, and safety concerns. Haul i ng
traffic over the Spring Gulch road would pass through the gol f course
residential area, with attendant controversy. The Spring Gulch road also has
wei ght-restri cted bri dges.
The entrance stations at Moose and Moran are areas of particular concern due
to traffic congestion and frequent lines of vehicles waiting to enter the
park. Much of this problem can be .itigated by scheduling hauling activities
after Labor Day. The project will require about 6,700 trips by fully-loaded
trucks which can dalllge roads if the roadbeds are wet.
Here again,
scheduling the hauling after Labor Day would .ini.ize this impact •
The Moose-Wilson road WIS eli.inated as a potential hauling route from
c_rclal sources to the south of the park. The bridges, road base, and
pav_nt are inadequate for such heavy loads. The road would also have to be
closed to public traffic during hauling, due to its narrow and winding
design.
Rehabili tation Needs
These will vary with the site(s) chosen for use in th is project. Whichever
sites within the park that are used (if any) will have a specific reclamation
The NPS in
plan which will bec~ .. e part of the construction contract .
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration w111 be responsible for
the preparation of all recJaliation pla ns.
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froll further study.

. SITES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

Abandoned In-Park Sites In Need Of Rehabilitation

' C_rcial Sites Outside Of The Park
The Evans pit south of Jackson was el imin~ted becau~e the, owner prefers
SIIIller scale operations than would be requlred by thlS proJect . An 18.2.11e haul (one-way) would be requ i red to Moose Junction. Truck traffic would
hive to travel through Jackson or up the Spring Gulch road and pass through
the golf course residential area. Either route would be controvers i al due to
the dust and noise generated from truck traffi c.
The latter route has
weight-restricted bridges.

Of the 40-plus old gravel pits located in the Park, all but seven have been
abandoned and have received no subsequent use of any kind. Most of these
abandoned pi ts show fa i r to good revegeta t ion and are not cons i dered for
further material extraction. Three sites (Signal Mountain , Lost Creek Ranch
Road and Pinto Ranch) are near roads scheduled for reconstruction, would
benefit from additional reclamation efforts, and were considered for use as
aggregate sources to be followed by adequate rehabil itation.

The Clark pit west of Jackson is a rock pit primarily used as a rip-rap
source and does not have suitable material for this project.

Because of the poor quality of the IIIterial at the Pinto Ranch (a high
fraction of fine material), that site was dropped from further conSideration.
Excellent quality material exists at the Lost Creek Ranch Road site, but
rellOval of enough quantities for both the 171 and 328 projects would
necessitate expansion of the present excavated area and additional impacts on
undisturbed Park lands. The Signal Mountain s i te is di scussed below.

Park Sites In Floodplains
Channel instabllity due to bed load aggradation is a cOlllllOn feature of a
nu.er of streallS in Jackson Hole (particularly in the park). Such streams
have historically required considerable maintenance of bridge crossings due
to the accullUlation of bed load IIIIIterlal -- primarllY cobbles, gravel and
sand. Studies (Skinner 1977, 1980) indicated SOlie relllOval of this material
could benefit stream hydrology and improve channel stability. Based on these
conclusions and to protect bridges and roads, rellOval of aggregates at
certain lo~ations in some streams was authorized in the park's Natural
.!!!!2!!!E! Manage_nt Plan.
In 1986 the Park removed about 3,000 CV from under bridge open i ngs on
Pacific 'and Spread Creeks . In late 1986, the Park's contractor took 40,000
CV for. the Gros Ventre River upstream from the highway bridge although
Skinner (1980) rec_nded only 19,000 CV be taken from this location. In
1981, the Jackson Hole Ai rport Board ' s contractor excavated 65,000 CV from
the Gros Ventre River near the 90lf course. (This particular area had not
been evaluated by Skinner.) All of these operations occurred during low
water periods and had little apparent effect on water quality or other
resources at the tille. RetIIOval of gravel from below the high water line does
not require a Section 404 per.it froll the Corps of Engineers, but does
ll1Yolve llteting water quality perforlllnce standards imposed by the Corps and
the State DepartMent of EnvironMental Quality. Processing or stockpiling of
uterial on the floodplain IlUSt be done under a 404 permit and normally
requires tellporary or permanent levee protection.

Active In-Park Sites In Need Of Rehabilitation
Of the seven old gravel pits in the Park which still sustain uses, only two
very small pits are still used for obta i ning material. The others are used
for storage, stockpiling and mixing asphalt (Colter Bay, Kelly, Timbered
Island) Or for special uses (Shooting Range, Trap Club).
Four of these
.entioned sites are included in this analysis. Colter Bay was not included
because of a lack of suitable surfacing material (again too many fines) and
the necessity for continuing present ma i ntenance activities in the north
district of the Park.
The Kelly site was rejected because of its proximity to a residential area
which has substantially increased since the pit was last used as a borrow
source in the early 1960' s. Additionally, use of the s i te is constrained by
landfill contamination, an adjacent irrigation canal, a high water table and
high hauling costs due either to distance from the project Or the necessity
to upgrade the alternate haul ing route. Other factors constra i ning choice of
this site are the long hauling distance for any material stockpiled there to
IIOst job sites and seasonal disturbance of wildlife. The Kelly site is in
need of substantial rec1alllltion, but this could be accomplished under a
multi-year program by the Park.

Four of the sites under consideration in this doculIM!nt are located in or
adjacent to acthe streall channels (Gros Ventre Rher, Snake River and two on
Spread Creek). While it 15 likely that s _ lllllterials could be rellOved from
any of these sites without detri.ental effects to stream hydrology or channel
stabllity, it is less certain that the quantities required by this project
cold be r_ved without creating such effects. In order to avoid such a
possib111ity, a site-speci fic investigation should be conducted by a
qualified hydrologist and both the design ,of the excavation and the
quantities of uterial rellOved should closely follow the investigator's
rec_ndations. As none of the four sites have had such a study, their use
for this project WIS not considered to be desirable, and they were eliminated

The Airport/Trap Club site was rejected because of its pro ximity to
residences and a major access road to a developed subdivision. The site has
been used (under permit) since 1983 as a shot-fall area by the Jackson Hole
Trap Club. Nearly half the area is heavily contaminated by lead which would
have to be re!lOved before any of the material could be transported to other
portions of the Park. Use of the site for this or other projects would
require termination of the Trap Club's special use permit. A recommendat i on
in 1985 not to renew the permit led to considerable controversy. A new 2mile haul road to the north would be needed to effectively use the site, but
such a road would be nearly impossible to maintain in the winter. A serious
effort 15 needed to clean up the lead shot at the Airport site, but th i s
cannot be done as long as the special use permit is allowed to continue.
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FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVE SITES
The two preferred sites (Timbered Island , Shooti ng Range) are consi dered
together. They are both inside of the park, are previously disturbed,
actively used, and in need of rehabilitation . If these sites are used for
this project, the major Park objectives are to termi nate present uses of
Timbered Island by transferring them to the Shooting Range site and to
totally rehabilitate the Timbered Island site including the access road and
nearby irrigation ditch.
Present uses there consist of stockpiling of
lIaterial, mixing of surfacing material and disposal of wood (by burning).
Such activities displace elk from a favorable portion of their summer range
and are visible to visitors from several locations (primarily the mountains).
The general area is one of the most sensitive in the Park in terms of visitor
use and abundance of wildlife.
Although proximal to the major park highway, the Shooting Range site occupies
a !Ian-made depression in a level outwash plain and is nearly hi dden from the
road. The site has been used since 1969 as a law-enforcement pistol and
riOe range. It was also used for stockpil ing and processing of material for
segllent B of the Package 328 road reconstruction program.
Such uses have
conflicted with revegetation since the site last served as a material source
in 1962.
In particular, the activity in 1987 removed much of the new
vegetation from the original excavation and stockpile area. Use of this site
by the Park to replace those funct i ons now served at Timbered Island offers
some advantages. The site can be accessed in the winter, it is closer to
lIany maintenance projects than is Timbered Island, and most of the activity
will not be visible froll the highway. There may be some increased conflict
with grazing permittees in late spring and wood burning in late fall will be
visible to IIOre persons. The site would continue to be used as a shooting
range, but no conflicts with other park or public uses are anticipated.
The present proposal is to excavate, stockpile and process 45,000 cubic yards
from the Shooting Range site and haul these materials to the segment A
portion of the job as needed. Upon completion of segment A, the site would
be cleaned up and the slopes stabilized. The Timbered Island site would be
used only during segment B in order to avoid hauling material over the newly
paved road of segment A. Following completion of segment B the Timbered
Island site would be cleaned up and scarified, slopes would be stabilized and
some topsoil spread to facilitate revegetation. Native grasses, forbs and
shrubs would be planted. If these plants or seeds are not available, an
annual nursery crop would be planted to aid volunteer revegetation.
Selective weed control may be required for several years following.

600,000 CV which is presently coming from the dry lakebed west of the dam.
There is a poss i bili ty that the lakebed si te may not prov i de all the needed
pervious material since a large fraction has been rejected as too fine
Should this occur, additional gravel must be obtained elsewhere.
As ~
contingency measure, the Bureau has begun evaluation of and environmental
cOllpliance for other sites (includ i ng the Signal Mountain Pit).
One of Grand Teton National Park's top priorities is to facilitate the
cOllpletion of the Jac kson Lake Dam reconstruction program without impos i ng
additional illpacts on park resources.
The park also inSists that no
additional use be I1IIde of the Signal Mountain Pit without the guarantee of
adequate rehabilitation. Any use of the Signal Mountain site by the Package
171 road contractor should not conflict with possible use of the site by the
dall contractor. Likewise, the use of the site by one or both contractors
should be coordinated to permit the excavation and hauling of fine material
from the dam site to the Signal Mountain pit for reclamation purposes.
The Hansen pit is a cOlll1lercial operation outside of the park and west of the
Gros Ventre junction.
Hauling would not pass through Jackson, how'! ver
controversy has resulted in the past from neighboring landowners objecting to
pit and processing operations. The operation was granted aiD-acre exetlption
by the WYOiling Departllent of EnvironlRenta1 Quality (DEQ), but is contested by
the Teton County c_15sion. The hauling distance is 8 miles from the pit to
Moose.
The Tucker pit is a c_rcial operation under DEQ permit, outside of the
park and west of Jackson and the Snake River. Hauling traffic would have to
pISS through Jackson or up the Spring Gulch road, with attendant conflicts
froll dust, noise, safety, and restricted bridges. The hauling distance from
the pit to Moose is 19 miles via the Spring Gulch road and 20 miles via
Jackson.
The BLM lot is a Ooodplain site outside the park along the Gros Ventre River
and west of the Gros Ventre Junction. The area has been identified as a
potential borrow site, however the BLM, DEQ, Army Corps of Engineers, and
Haul ing
Teton County would have to give authorization and issue pel'1lits.
would have to either pass over a weight restricted bridge or go around
through Jackson. ConO icts with golf course users and nearby homeowners
could result froll truck traffic.

Excellent quality material also exists at the Signal Mountain site which is
relatively close to the north end of Package 171. However, reclamation of
this site will require the importation of a large quanti~y of fine soil
(13,000-15,000 CV) to realize any adequate revegetation. Such a quantity of
fine I1IIterial is not available anywhere in the valley except in the active
construction area west of the Jackson Lake Dam (3 miles north).
At present , the Bureau of Reclamation is reconstructing the Jackson Lake Dam
to insure safety of the structure. This project is scheduled for completion
in late 1988 or early 1989. Aggregate material requirements are in excess of
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